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State and Public School Life and 
Health Insurance Board 
Benefits Sub-Committee
Minutes
October 19, 2004 –10:00 A.M.
1509 West 7th St., 1st Floor Conference Room
Little Rock, AR


The Benefits Sub-Committee of the State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board (hereinafter called the Committee) met on Tuesday, October 19, 2004, 2004 at 10:00 a.m. in the 1st Floor Conference Room, 1509 W. 7th Street, Little Rock, AR.

	Members Present	Members Absent

	John Hartnedy	Jeff Altemus
  	Janis Harrison	Nancy  Sheehan
	Janie Roach
	Shelby McCook
	Becky Walker

Sharon Dickerson, Executive Director, Employee Benefits Div., DFA.
	
Others Present

Laurie Fowler, Leigh Ann Chrouch, and Pat Minyard, Employee Benefits Division; John Bauerlein, Milliman; Ted Borgstadt TrestleTree;  Larry Carnes, FBMC; Barbara Melugin, HA & Blue Cross/Blue Shield; Rose Gantner, Corphealth;  John Glassford, NovaSys; Nicola Parkerson, USAble; Marc Watts, ASEA; Niki Carr, AR Children’s Hospital


Call to Order

The meeting was called to order by John Hartnedy.

Approval of Minutes

A motion was made by Harrison and seconded by Roach to approve the minutes of the previous meeting.  Motion carried.

Goals and Objectives for the future

Bauerlein offered an option for the school employee that is free.  It does not require any kind of contribution for the employee only coverage.  There would be a cost for dependent and family coverage.  This plan is of a very catastrophic design where members would be offered coverage with a higher out-of-pocket expense – basically a discounted health plan as opposed to no coverage.  Bauerlein opened the floor for discussion. 

McCook suggested that we offer an opportunity to buy up to a lower deductible or vie for an HSA. There will not be a new cost to schools, but expand what they are offering. There was discussion about services rendered with insurance as opposed to no insurance.

Roach stated that this may not be a good idea for the schools as a lot of the districts are not staffed to do tier plans.  There was discussion on how to set up the information in the school system that would simplify the various deductions created by school employees being on 9-month contracts and some on 12-month, then you have the vocational schools.

The goal is to gain the uninsured, healthy members. This would allow more money coming into the Plan. In the case of the schools, this would mean an addition of four plans.

It was asked if this would be for employee only or if we would allow family coverage.  It was suggested this be offered to employee only, but if we let them buy up, maybe they would be able to add dependents. This creates the administrative hassle.  Hartnedy stated that this may work into something that we would want to offer.


Dickerson stated there is no standardization in the school accounting system. 

Hartnedy asked to see if there was a centralized way to get this plan up and running for the employee only coverage. How can we expand to families?
McCook suggested that Dickerson continue to work with Bauerlein and Bobbie Davis to get more numbers on what the minimum requirements would be to allow family coverage under the plan. 

Hartnedy asked that the “employee only” option be presented to the Board. Motion was made that we take this recommendation of “employee only” option to the Board.

Harrison and Walker seconded.

Dickerson asked Roach to provide the number of employees not participating in the health plan. Roach was unable to provide that number.

A motion was made to take to the Board for recommendation to offer insurance coverage to all eligible employees.

Motion seconded.

Hartnedy stated that this could be primary coverage and may exempt members who had other coverage. Bauerlein stated that most groups who offer these plans do not exempt due to other coverage.
Hartnedy then asked if we could offer this only to people who are not eligible for coverage. If you have coverage somewhere else, you would not be eligible. Would this be a double-dipping issue?


Dickerson and Bauerlein both stated that this plan would be for catastrophic illnesses.

Discussion ensured regarding offering this plan to state employees. 
Hartnedy explained that we have a little time for the state employees, can tell the Board we are in the works for something for state employees.

Hartnedy asked if the Board will have a recommendation for PSE to offer zero premiums including life insurance for employee only coverage? Answer affirmative. 

A question was asked if the Gold Standard Committee is continuing to meet. Dickerson will speak with Means about Gold Standard Committee to see if they are meeting.

Dickerson asked for recommendation not to allow double coverage between state/state; state/school or school/school employees on and between our plans. After a brief discussion about the pros and cons of double coverage Walker moved to accept the recommendation of not allowing members to have double coverage in our plan.  
Harrison seconded the motion.

Committee agreed this should be presented to the Board.

John Glassford with NovaSys presented and overview of the results of their extensive research to define what the plan needs are. This began with the School Business Official’s and Agency Insurance Representative’s then with the plan participants. Tele-sessions were presented with a list of questions and members were on conference call. The four objectives were:
	Key plan features and benefits
	Level of employee satisfaction
	Communication 
	Qualitative market research assistance in structuring the          ASE/PSA administrative program


Price/rates and customer service were the two biggest issues.  Home health and mental health was something up for expansion of coverage. Members understood that more coverage means more premium dollars. 

Rates and confusion about how the rates are set are a large area of concern. Overall rating of the plans was 7.5 when asked to rate between 1 and 10. More specific information can be provided if interested.

NovaSys wants to recommend yearly surveys by all carriers.
There was discussion about cost of the communication for the state and school groups. McCook stated that he is concerned about costs of the plan and commended EBD on the job they do for the state and school employees.

Hartnedy asked that Sharon give comments at the next meeting regarding the survey results.

Marc Watts stated that the communication aspect is the most important issue. From the chapter meetings, more 2-way communication needs to go out; more opportunity outside of open enrollment to educate members via regional meetings. Teleconference may be a better means of communication to educate members. The members want clarification on viability of the plan offerings. Defined that the members are worried the state will no longer be able to offer benefits.

Glassford stated that from their standpoint, the information is there but not well received. He stated that communication is one of the most difficult things to accomplish with a group this big and diverse.

Hartnedy asked that at the next meeting Dickerson comment on the phone surveys from NovaSys.  He also wants to discuss the environment of the health plans, i.e., consumer-driven plans, perception of benefits, administration, enrollment online, billing, etc. Also, wants to determine how much time to allow for the changes. 

TrestleTree will present at the next meeting based on data from QCA. Where are we going with cost and consumer-driven plans? There was discussion about point system for setting rates for members. There is a need to have a 3 to 5 year plan with some idea about preventive benefits, 

Marc Watts asked if there was any way for the carriers to present ASEA with numbers on difference in cost for group plans and individual plans. 
Bauerlein suggested a breakdown of how the monies are spent. Stated he can get a pie chart together. Watts stated the info that will support where the money is going would be appreciated. 

Meeting adjourned.

